On today’s call were

**Mark N. Cohen**, VP of Market Strategy and Co-Founder, Parchment and **Co-Chair of ERUG**

**Tuan Anh Do**, Assistant Director, Systems Support Group, Undergraduate Admissions, San Francisco State University (CA), Member of AACRAO SPEEDE Committee and **Co-Chair of ERUG**

**Bob Hewett**, Principal Software Engineer, Data Solutions, Pearson

**Tom Stewart**, Retired College Registrar from Miami Dade College (FL) and Member of the AACRAO SPEEDE Committee

Tuan started today’s call at 5 minutes after the hour.

Tuan welcomed our new ERUG co-chair, Mark Cohen, and thanked Bob Hewett for his previous service as co-chair.

**CEDS**: A review of the US Department of Education’s Common Education Data Standards (CEDS) was on the agenda. However, since no one on the call had had a chance to review the new data elements in Version 3, we postponed further discussion until next week’s call. September 28 is the deadline to submit comments for the data elements in Version 3.

**Country Codes**: PESC uses the ISO 3166-1 Alpha-2 Standard in our PESC XML schemas when referencing countries of the world. These codes are used in addresses and also when describing locations for schools outside the US and Canada. The code set is imbedded in the actual PESC schemas. PESC has not updated these codes in five years.

Tom will review the latest version of this ISO code set and will prepare a request to the PESC Change Control Board to add codes for new countries established since 2007.
PESC ERUG Conference Call Notes for September 18, 2012

**Vancouver Meeting:** Bob will send a copy of his previous slides for our ERUG session at the PESC Summit and Tuan will update them for the Vancouver International PESC Summit.

Today’s call ended at 13 minutes after the hour.

**Next ERUG Conference Call:** The next call will be on Tuesday, September 25 at noon Eastern (11 am Central, 10 am Mountain, and 9 am Pacific) Daylight Saving Time. Call 888.205.5513 and use participant code 952016#.

**Next Face to Face Meeting of ERUG:** PESC Fall 2012 Data Summit October 17 - 19, 2012 in Vancouver, British Columbia at the Four Seasons Hotel. Note: A passport that will not expire before April 20, 2013 is required for US citizens.